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Some early production units of the Orion SkyView Pro AZ 
mount were found to have an internal altitude clamp bear-
ing set that was manufactured incorrectly at the factory. This 
could prevent the maximum tension from being applied to the 
altitude axis when the altitude tension knob is fully tightened, 
allowing the telescope(s) to drift off-target when switching 
accessories or using close to maximum payload.

We have provided a correctly manufactured set of replace-
ment clamp bearings that will restore proper functionality; one 
is made of Teflon and the other of metal. Follow these instruc-
tions to replace the defective clamp bearings with these new 
bearings.

Note that the tension knob is not intended to fully lock the alti-
tude axis of the mount. It is important that your telescope(s) 
be well balanced on the SkyView Pro AZ mount to ensure 
proper function.

To perform the altitude clamp assembly replacement you will 
need the following tools: 2mm and 3mm Allen wrenches (hex 
keys) and a small Phillips screwdriver.

1. First, separate the three component pieces of the replace-
ment bearing assembly.  Remove the tension knob and 
then separate the Teflon collar from the metal collar by 
removing the three black Phillips-head screws (Figure 2). 

2. Remove the dovetail holder on the tension-knob side 
of the mount by loosening, but not removing, the three 
recessed Allen screws with the 2mm Allen wrench 
(Figure 3).

3. Carefully lift the dovetail holder off the mount head and 
set it aside for the time being.

4. There is a similar set of three recessed Allen screws on 
the internal collar. Again, loosen but do not remove these 
screws (Figure 4).

5. Now carefully unscrew the black collar to reveal the bear-
ing assembly to be replaced (Figure 5).

CAUTION: This collar is holding the dovetail attach-
ment plate on the opposite side of the mount. Keep 
the mount flat on your work space to prevent this 
plate from falling off.

6. Remove the opposite dovetail attachment holder 
(Figure 6). 

7. Remove the three black Phillips-head screws as in Step 1 
and lift off the white Teflon tension collar.

8. Remove the two Allen screws opposite the cut-out wedge 
of the metal collar with the 3mm Allen wrench. 

Figure 1. The replacement Azimuth tension collar assembly as 
supplied from Orion.

Figure 2. The azimuth tension collar assembly component 
pieces.

Figure 3. Loosen these Allen screws to remove the dovetail 
holder.
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9. Remove the tension knob and lift off the metal collar. 

10. Now we are ready to install the replacement components. 
Start with the metal collar.  Make sure the holes for the 
Allen screws are properly aligned, then tighten the two 
screws evenly.

11. Replace the Teflon collar and tighten the three black 
Phillips-head screws. 

12. Replace the dovetail holder on the opposite side of the 
mount. First, align the metal trim ring against mount head.  
You may need to use some force to get the holder to seat 
all the way into the mount (Figure 7). 

13. Thread on the internal collar and tighten the three Allen 
screws.

14. Lastly, replace the dovetail holder and tighten the three 
Allen screws.

Figure 5. Remove collar by unthreading it with counterclockwise 
rotation.

Figure 4. Remove the three Allen screws on the internal collar.

Figure 6. The Dovetail holder on the opposite side can now be 
separated from the mount head.

Figure 7. Seat the trim ring against the mount head before 
replacing the dovetail holder.
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